In this paper, necessary and sufficient conditions are given so that multivariate orthogonal polynomials can be generated by a recurrence formula. As a consequence, orthogonal polynomials of total degree n in d variables that have dim n¡( common zeros can now be constructed recursively. The result is important to the construction of Gaussian cubature formulas.
Introduction
It is well known that every sequence of univariate orthonormal polynomials {p"}^0 satisfies a three-term relation (1.1) xp"(x) = a"p"+x(x) + b"Pn(x) + an-Xpn-X(x).
Moreover, the Favard theorem states that if {p"} satisfies (1.1), then pn is orthonormal if and only if a" > 0 (cf. [4, 20] ). The relation (1.1) is also called the recurrence formula, as it can be rewritten as (1.2) pn+x(x) = -(xpn(x) -b"pn(x) -an-Xpn-\(x)), O-n and used to define pn recursively. In particular, for given {a"} and {b"} with a" > 0, one can use (1.2) and p-X = 0, to generate a sequence of orthonormal polynomials recursively. For multivariate orthogonal polynomials the situation is much more complicated. To state the corresponding theorem, we need some notations. Let No be the set of nonnegative integers. For « g No we denote by Yld the set of polynomials of total degree at most « in d variables, and l~ld the set of all polynomials in d variables. Let S? be a linear functional defined on Wd such that 5?(g2) > 0 whenever g £ Yld and g ^ 0. Such an <S? is called square positive. For convenience, we assume -2^(1) = 1 throughout this paper. Two polynomials P and Q are said to be orthogonal with respect to 5? if £f(PQ) = 0. For each « s N0, let rd = dimYld -dimnf_, = {n+d~l).
Throughout this paper, the letter d is reserved for the number of variables or the dimension. It is fixed and will be omitted sometimes.
For a sequence of polynomials {P"}rf=x, where P" is of total degree « , we use the vector notation (1.3) Fn(x) = [P?(x), P2"(x), ... , P?n(x)]T.
For our convenience, we shall write {Pn}£L0 mstead of {P"}^^ • If P = (Pij) is a matrix whose entries are polynomials in Ud , we denote by 2C(P) the matrix (¿2?(pij)). We say that P" is orthogonal if its elements are orthogonal to n"_i. The matrix ¿¿?(¥"FT) is positive definite if P" is orthogonal, since J? is square positive, and it is an identity matrix if P" is orthonormal. Throughout this paper, the « x n identity matrix is denoted by /", or simply /. The notation A : ix j means that A is a matrix of size ixj. For x£Rd we write x = (xx, ... , x¡¡).
We now state the Favard theorem for the multivariate orthogonal polynomials. This theorem is proved recently in [21, 22] ; it improves upon a result of Kowalski [6, 7] by removing one excessive condition in his theorem. Theorem 1.1. Let {Pn}£L0> po = 1 > be a sequence in Ud . Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) There exists a linear functional which is square positive and makes {P"}£10 an orthonormal basis in Ud.
(2) For n > 0, 1 < i < d, there exist matrices An^: r"x rn+x and Bni: r"x rn such that the polynomial vectors P" satisfying the three-term relation
where P_i = 0, A-X>i = 0, and
This theorem shows that the three-term relation characterizes the orthogonality. However, for d > 2 this theorem is not as strong as the classical Favard theorem (d = 1). Actually, one direction of the theorem says that //there is a sequence of polynomials P" that satisfies the three-term relation and the rank condition, then it is orthonormal. But it does not answer the question when and which P" will satisfy such a relation. The rank condition (1.5) implies that there exist matrices /)",,: rn x rn+x such that d (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) £ZW",,=/, (=i where we may take (DT ,| • • • \D^ d) as the generalized inverse of A" . By (1.6) and (1.4) we get
which is a recurrence formula. However, for given matrices An t, and Bn ¿, the polynomial sequence {P"} defined by (1.7), P_i = 0, and P0 = 1, in general does not satisfy the three-term relation, thus, is not orthogonal. Our main result in §2 gives necessary and sufficient conditions on Anj and B"t¡ such that this polynomial sequence is orthogonal. This enables us to define the multivariate orthogonal polynomials recursively, which is important in constructing {P"} that has a maximum number of zeros. Here, zero of P" means the common zero of the components in P". It is known that P" has at most dimn"_i zeros ([cf.
[18]), and the Gaussian cubature of degree 2« -1 exists if and only if the corresponding P" has that many zeros ( [13, 17] ). We apply our results of §2 to the construction of Gaussian cubatures in §3.
2. Recurrence relation 2.1. Main results. Let A"j: r" x rn+x and Bnj: r" x r" be matrices that satisfy the rank condition (1.5). Let DT ¡: rn+x x r" be matrices such that
We note that (2.1) is equivalent to (1.6). We now define a sequence of polynomials {P"} by the recurrence formula This theorem reveals one major difference between univariate and multivariate orthogonal polynomials. Namely, the three-term relation in the multivariate case is different from the recurrence relation. For the recurrence formula to generate a sequence of orthogonal polynonmials, its coefficients have to satisfy the commuting conditions. Nevertheless, the following observation seems to be interesting. The commuting conditions are not needed in proving the Favard Theorem, but they are essential for proving that under certain additional conditions on the coefficient matrices, the linear functional in Theorem 1.1 has an integral representation with respect to a nonnegative Borel measure on M.d [22, 25] . Actually, the reason that we call (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) commuting conditions is as follows. For a given sequence of polynomials that satisfies (1.3), we can use the coefficient matrices An,, and Bn,, to define a family of block Jacobi matrices and consider them as linear operators defined on I2. These conditions are the ones that make these block matrices commuting. Once these operators commute, we can use the spectral theorem for a commuting family of selfadjoint operators to establish the existence of the measure.
We note that if {P«}£L0 *s on^ orthogonal instead of orthonormal, then S~x¥n is orthonormal, where S" is a nonsingular matrix that satisfies S"S^ = J¿f(¥"¥T). Therefore, our theorem may be stated in terms of polynomials that are only orthogonal. However, it has to be properly modified since the threeterm relation in this case takes a somewhat different form, with a matrix Cj ¡, related to A"j through Sn , in place of ATn_x ,. Also, the commuting conditions become more complicated. Nevertheless, it seems better to look at the orthogonality of multivariate polynomials from the point of view of the polynomial space n being a direct sum of subspaces spanned by polynomials that are components of P" . This is the point of view we have adopted in [21, 22] .
We shall prove Theorem 2.1 in §2.3. In the next subsection we give some preliminaries and study properties of orthogonal polynomials. We note that the square positivity of Sf is not essential in most results of the next subsection, where it can be replaced by the condition Jzf(p2) ^0.
2.2. Properties of orthogonal polynomials. The basic properties of multivariate orthogonal polynomials are studied in [21, 22, 24] . In particular, if {Pn}~0 is a sequence of orthogonal polynomials, then the coefficient matrices satisfy the rank condition (2.4) [6, 21] and the commuting conditions [22] . So the necessity of Theorem 2.1 is known. Here we prove several lemmas that will be used in the proof of the sufficiency. These lemmas are about the properties of the matrices in the three-term relation; they are of some interest in themselves.
For a = (ax, ... , a¿) £ N^ and x = (xx, ... , xd) e Rd we write xa = x"1 • • ■xdld. For n G No we denote by x" the r"-tuple {xa}|a|=" e W", where the elements are numbered according to the lexicographical order in {a £ Nq , |a| = «} . We let Ln,i denote the matrices of size rn-X x rn that satisfy (2.8) LnJxn = XiXn-x, l<i<d.
Clearly, rankL",, = rn-X, and rankL" = rn, where Ln = (L%;1| • •■ \LT d)T. Moreover, the following identity holds:
Proof. From (2.8) it follows that for any x£Rd
Since the rank of L"jL"+Xj-LnjLn+Xj is at most r"_i , the desired identity follows. D
We write (2.10) P" = GnXn + Gn,"-XXn-X + Gn,n-2X"-2 + " • ,
where Gn,¡: r"x r¡ and Gn = Gn,n is called the leading coefficient of P" . Our next lemma gives the connection between the leading coefficient of orthogonal polynomials and the matrix A" t, in the three-term relation.
Lemma 2.4. If {P"}£L0 satisfies the three-term relation and A" t, satisfy the rank condition (1.5), then for all n>0, Gn is invertible. Moreover,
Proof. If ¥" satisfies the three-term relation (1.4), then the coefficient matrices of x"+1 on both sides of the three-term relation are equal. This leads to the identity (2.12) An,iGn+x =GnLn+XJ, l<i<d. Therefore, it follows that A"Gn+x =diag{G", ... , G"}Ln+x.
We now use induction on n . Since Po = 1, we have Go = 1. Suppose that G" has been proved to be invertible. Then diag{67" , ... , Gn} is invertible, and from rankL"+1 = rn+x we have rank(AnGn+\) = rank(diag{6?" , ... , G"}Ln+x) = rn+x. Therefore, by (1.5) and a well-known rank inequality [5, p. 13] we have rankG"+i > rank(^"G"+i) > rank^" + rankC7"+i -rn+x = rankG"+i.
Thus, it follows that rankGn+i = rank(A"G"+x) = rn+x.
Hence, Gn+X is invertible. The induction is complete. The identity (2.11) follows from (2.12). D Remark. To prove that Gn is invertible for a fixed n , we need only to assume that {Pfc} satisfies the three-term relation for 0 < k < n -1.
Our next lemma is a combinatorial identity that gives an interesting relation among the r'n s. The lemma is known ([15, p. 8]; I thank Professor H. Schmid for providing me with this reference), but for completeness we give a simple proof here. The idea of this proof will be used in our further development. For any given sequence of matrices Cx,..., C¿, where all C, are of size ix/,we define a matrix Ec: dsx (d2)t as follows. Let S,-j: txds, 1 < i, j < d, i t¿ j, be block matrices defined by (2.14)
i.e., the only two nonzero blocks are Cj at the z'th block and -Cj at the ;'th block. The matrix 5c is then defined by using 3,-j as blocks in lexicographical order,
In particular, we have that ELn is of the size drn-X x (d2)rn , and that Elt is of the size drn x (d,)rn_x . We need to know the rank of these two matrices.
Lemma 2.6. For d > 2 and « > 1, there holds rankSij =dr"-rn+x.
Proof. Since the matrix Elt is of size drn x (d)r"-X , we shall prove that the dimension of the null space of ETLT is rn+x . Let Y = (YXT, ... , Yj)T £ Rdr", where T, e Wn. We consider the homogeneous equation in drn variables E\TY = 0.
From (2.14) and (2.15) it follows that these equations can be rewritten as (2.16) LnjYJ = Ln,JYi, l<i<j<d.
By (2.8), the elements of Ln j are either 0 or 1. Moreover, there is exactly one 1 in each row, and the rank of Ln t, is rn . Using the notation jVn and JVn,, in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we can consider L"¡ as transforms from JV" to jVn t,:. We fix a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of JÇ, and the elements of a vector in Wn, and write Y¡\jrn . = LnjY¡. We can then write the linear systems of equations (2.16) as Therefore, the nonzero elements of Y, and Yj satisfy YAjr , = Yj\jr , ., 1 < i < j < d.
Thus, there are exactly p(J/n-X<¡) = r"_2 independent variables in the solution of (2.18). That is, the dimension of the null space of ETLn is rn-2 . ü This lemma will be used in §3. Our next lemma deals with the singular value decomposition of AnDT. Lemma 2.8. Let Ak , and Bk ¡ be given matrices such that the Ak ¡ satisfy the rank condition (2.4) and the commuting condition (2.5). Let {¥k}kxl0 satisfy (2.19) x¡¥k = AkJ¥k+x + BkJ¥k + A¡_Ui¥k_x, 1 < k < n -1, 1 < i < d.
Then Let G" be the leading coefficient matrix of P" that satisfies (2.19). From (2.12) and the definition of the matrix E it follows that diag{G£, ... , GI)Eat = ELl diag{C?"_i, ... , Gn-X), n-l where the size of the block diagonal matrix on the left is dr" x drn , and the one on the right is (d2)rn-X x (d2)rn-X. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, the remark that follows it, and Lemma 2.6 we have (2.20) rankS^r =dr"-rn+x. We now assume that we have proved that Gn-X,n-2Ln-\,i -An-XjGn>n-X -B"-XjGn-X, (2.27) Gn-X,n-lLn_2,i -A"-XjGn,n-2 -Bn-XjGn-X,n-2 -An_2 ¡G"-2.
By ( 
-(An-2An-2J + Bn-XjBn-Xj + A"-X jA"_x j)G"-X = An-X jon,iTherefore, we have proved that the highest three coefficient matrices of A"j¥" and Xj¥n -Bnj¥n -ATn_x • are equal. In other words, we have proved (2.28) AnJ¥n+x = Xj¥" -BnJ¥n -ATn_x >;.P"_i + Q"_2j,
where Q"_2 j £ Rr" are polynomial vectors whose components are elements of n"_2.
To complete the proof, we now prove that Q"-2, / = 0. Multiplying equation [19] iV>dimnfw/2].
We are interested in Gaussian cubature of degree 2«-1, that is, m = 2«-1. In this case, the following important result is due to Mysovskikh [13] . In order that there exists a cubature formula which is exact for polynomials in ^"-i and uses A/ = dimn"_i knots, it is necessary and sufficient that P" has N distinct real zeros. Here, P" is the vector of multivariate orthogonal polynomials with respect to S? defined by (1.3). A zero of P" means a common zero of the components of P". It is known that all zeros of ¥" are real, simple, and distinct. Moreover, P" has at most dimn"_i many zeros. Furthermore, the following theorem is true (cf. [13, 18, 24] ). In view of this theorem, P" does not have N = dimn"_i zeros in general. Actually, if J¿? is centrally symmetric, i.e., S?(x'yk~') = 0, 0 < / < k, for all odd k £N, then Möller [12] proved that for d = 2 the Gaussian cubature of degree 2n -1 does not exist; thus, the corresponding P" does not have dimn"_i zeros. On the other hand, a positive example is constructed in [14] for polynomials of degree 5 in two variables. The existence of common zeros of multivariate polynomials is in general very difficult to establish. There does not seem to be a general theorem that guarantees a sequence of multivariate polynomials to have a given number of common zeros. However, for orthogonal polynomials we have Theorem 3.2. Let An>i: rnx rn+x, Bn>¿: r"x r" be given matrices. Let {Pn}£L0 be defined by (2.2) and P_i = 0, Po = 1. Then the orthogonal polynomial ¥n has exactly N = dimn"_i distinct real zeros if and only if Bnj is symmetric, Anj satisfy the rank condition (2.4) and the condition (3.1), and together they satisfy the commuting conditions (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7).
Clearly, this theorem is a consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1. By the Favard theorem, it actually characterizes all possible Gaussian cubatures of degree 2« -1 with respect to square positive linear functional.
However, Favard's theorem only establishes the existence of a linear functional 2? ; for practical purposes we would like to know whether there is a measure p such that 2? f = J f dp . From the results in [7] , SP always has an integral representation with signed measure. But it may fail to possess an integral representation with nonnegative measure [3, 8] . For this, we quote the following result from [22] , which is proved by using the spectral theorem for a commuting family of self adjoint operators. where \\ • \\ means the spectral norm for matrices.
The boundedness condition in (ii) can be relaxed to some extent by allowing a noncompactly supported measure in (i) [25] . For practical purposes this theorem is still too abstract. The problem of getting from the coefficients matrices to the measure is certainly a very challenging problem. The importance of our Theorem 3.2 is that it gives a constructive way to generate a sequence of polynomials that has an exact number of real common zeros. That is, if we can find sequences of matrices {A"j} and {Bnj} that satisfy (2.4)-(2.7) and (3.1), then we can use (2.2) and (2.3) to generate a sequence of polynomials {¥"}; P" will have exactly dimn"_i real, distinct, common zeros. However, the conditions on A" t, and B" _, are quite restrictive. Our next result narrows the possible choices of An, ¡ and B",, considerably. From the definition of E in (2.14) and (2.15) we can rewrite these equations as ATn_xEAn_,=0.
Thus, the columns of EAn_l belong to the null space of AT_l. By Theorem 2.1 we can construct P" using An,i and B"t¡, and by Lemma 2.4, the leading coefficient matrix Gn of P" is invertible. Therefore, as in the proof of Lemma 2.8, we have from (2.12) and Lemma 2.7 that rankE^,, = rankEL" = drn_x -rn-2-
On the other hand, we have from (2.5) that At_xEat = 0, and it follows from (2.4) and (2.20) that the columns of Eat form a basis for the null space of AT_X. Therefore, drn-x -rn-2 = rankE^ < rankE^r = drn-X -r".
This is possible only for d = 1 since r"_2 < rn for d > 2 . We now prove (3.3). Let A" := An<xAT 2 -A"t2AT ¡ . Since A" is skewsymmetric, we know that rank A" is an even integer. We consider the null space of A" . If x"+1 e Rr"+I satisfies This shows that T"A"xn+x is in the null space of AT. Since the columns of Tn(AT)n-X span the null space of AT, there exists x"_i e Rr"-' such that TnA"xn+x = Tn(AT)n-Xxn-X . Since T" is clearly invertible, we actually have Anx"+X = (AT)n_xxn_x or (3.6) xn+x = DTn(AT)n_xxn-X by (2.1). From (2.5) it follows that (An-X,x, An-X<2)T"An = 0. Thus, (3.7) (An-X>xAl_Xt2-An-X>2Al_ïA)xn-X =0.
Equations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) enable us to use induction. Indeed, since Ao is of size 1 x 1 and skew-symmetric, we have Ao = 0. Thus, rankAo = 0.
For n = 1 we have from (3.4) that Ax = ATTqAq , from which it follows that Ai is invertible. Therefore, rankAi = 2. Hence, rankA2m = 2m and rankA2m+i = 2m + 2 . G For d = 2 the rank equation (3.3) was first proved by Möller for the case B"i = 0. In [24] it is shown that P" can have at most N -a" zeros. Our proof O I -I o License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use of (3.3) follows the approach used in [18] . For a given linear functional Sf on Wd , Theorem 3.4 shows that if 2P(xx¥k¥\) = 2?(x2¥k¥l), then Gaussian cubature of degree 2« -1 is not possible. Actually, for most classical functional, Gaussian cubature of degree 2« -1 does not exist. Examples of these functionals include all those considered in [9] , in particular, the integrals with respect to the Jacobi weights on a rectangle, simplex, or sphere ( [1, 2] ). On the other hand, there are square positive linear functionals that lead to Gaussian cubature of degree 2« -1 ; see [14, 10] . Our Theorem 3.2 provides a method to generate these cubatures, or rather, the nodes that these cubatures are based on. The difficult question remains of how to find the measure p from the coefficient matrices of the three-term relation. In view of the importance of Gaussian cubatures in analysis, it can be expected that those measures for which Gaussian cubatures exist may have some interesting and peculiar properties.
